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Ways of listening and making change

The Eden Project has been described as ‘a global garden for the 21st century, a gateway to a sustainable future and a dramatic setting in which to tell the fascinating story of mankind’s dependence on plants. It is only six years old and has welcomed more than 8.5 million visitors since opening. It is already a top international visitor destination and the fifth most visited ‘paid-for’ attraction in the UK. However, Eden Project’s uniqueness comes not from its attractiveness to visitors but more from the way it engages the public with issues of sustainability, the environment and man’s interdependence with the natural world. This presentation will explore how Eden Project uses visitor research to ensure their experience is as good as it possibly can be as well as to explore methods that both engage and provide insight into what the visitors are taking home with them from their visit.

This presentation will briefly present the results of a number of studies to give an insight into the approach the Project has adopted to ensure Eden Project visitors have a voice within the organisation, and in doing so ensures it (the organisation) better understand its visitors. These studies have drawn on a variety of research methodologies observational studies, questionnaire surveys (both self complete and interviewer led), personal meaning mapping studies as well as profiling matrices. All studies (however small, focused or bespoke) have fed into an overarching agenda to understand whether Eden Project is making a difference to anyone. And although to date over 100,000 visitors have inputted into the research project over the six years of opening it is hoped that the importance of collecting robust, straight forward data that is simply presented is reinforced.

The presentation includes insight from Eden’s six year, 100,000+ visitor profiling study which informs almost every aspect of the Project as well as a brief overview of the approach toward, development of and findings from recent evaluation research studies. These include behaviour profiling matrix, an adaptation of Personal Meaning Mapping methodology which provides insight into children’s learning and the impacts of live interpretation at the Project.

A detailed case study is presented which evaluates the Eden Project’s visitors’ response to buying a hybrid created from a critically endangered endemic species from the Seychelles to support plant conservation. *Impatiens gordonii* Horne ex. Baker was used to create a hybrid cultivar called *Impatiens* 'Ray of Hope'. Since June 2004 this cultivar has been sold through the Eden Project’s shop and in December 2006, 4,400 units had been sold with an overall profit of £9,440. Of this £4,720 has been directed to the conservation in the Seychelles on *I. gordonii* and other endangered Seychelles plants. An evaluation of the motivation of customers who bought *Impatiens* ‘Ray of Hope’ was achieved through a questionnaire consisting of open-ended, closed-ended, multiple choice and dichotomous questions. One hundred and sixty questionnaires were posted and of these fifty four customers, or 34 % of the 160 buyers, responded. The findings from this questionnaire showed that sixty three percent of the customers/visitors purchasing *Impatiens* 'Ray of Hope’ did so to support plant conservation; one hundred percent of the customers who purchased *Impatiens* ‘Ray of Hope’ felt satisfied about contributing towards conserving Seychelles endangered plants and thought it was a good idea to cultivate plants for sale from a parent of a rare and endangered species in order to help conserve it. In addition, ninety percent of the customers who bought *Impatiens* ‘Ray of Hope’ would buy a similar product produced ethically by the Eden Project. These positive responses demonstrate the value of listening to your visitors/customers and provide evidence that there is a market for using endangered plants to create new cultivars for sale to raise funds, whilst simultaneously providing a means to raise awareness of, and educate about, plant conservation issues in botanical gardens.
Collectively, these studies present insight into how visitors learn from the whole ‘Eden’ experience rather than of any one single element of the Eden Project experience. Recognising visitors and responding to their needs has been a key to Eden Project’s success.

Whilst allowing visitors to have a voice through straightforward, robust research Eden Project has confidence to be bold and take risks (live 8, Sexy Green Car Show, Ray of Hope), and develop a project which meets visitors needs whilst challenging them to engage with environmental issues.

Figure 1: Newly bred cultivar Impatiens ‘Ray of Hope’

Figure 2: Habit shot of Impatiens ‘Ray of Hope’
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